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Abstract – Mental health detection in Online Social Network (OSN) is widely studied in the recent years. OSN has encouraged new
ways to communicate and share information, and it is used regularly by millions of people. It generates a mass amount of information
that can be utilised to develop mental health detection. The rich content provided by OSN should not be overlooked as it could give
more value to the data explored by the researcher. The main purpose of this study is to extract and scrutinise related works from
related literature on detection of mental health using OSN. With the focus on the method used, machine learning algorithm, sources
of OSN, and types of language used for the mental health detection were chosen for the study. The basic design of this study is in the
form of a survey from the literature related to current research in mental health. Major findings revealed that the most frequently
used method in mental health detection is machine learning techniques, with Support Vector Machine (SVM) as the most chosen
algorithm. Meanwhile, Twitter is the major data source from OSN with English language used for mental health detection. The
researcher found a few challenges from the previous studies and analyses, and these include limitations in language barrier, account
privacy in OSN, single type of OSN, text analysis, and limited features selection. Based on the limitations, the researcher outlined a
future direction of mental health detection using language based on user’s geo-location and mother tongue. The use of pictorial, audio
and video formats in OSN could become one of the potential areas to be explored in future research. Extracting data from multiple
sources of OSNs with new features selection will probably improve mental health detection in the future. In conclusion, this research
has a big potential to be explored further in the future.
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questionnaires, which is usually labor-intensive and timeconsuming [4]. Meanwhile, several studies have used
technologies to improve detection of mental health. Some
examples are a technological device used to measure blood
pressure and heart rate, development of physiological
sensors, and use of wearable sensor and smartphone to
improve mental health detection [5]–[8]. Furthermore, the
mental health detection using data from the online social
network (OSN) were explored by several researchers [4],
[9], [18], [19], [10]–[17]. These conclude the relationship
between OSN and the mental health field of research.
Recently, research on mental health detection in OSN was
explored by both western and eastern scholars. Data were
taken based on specific geographical locations, and some
researchers have developed new methods in mental health
detection.
This new trend of research is related to the leapfrog of big
data research. The growing availability of resources on the
internet through social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,

I. INTRODUCTION
Mental health is a leading cause of disability worldwide.
It is estimated that nearly 300 million people suffer from
depression [1]. Globally, about 450 million people
worldwide are mentally ill, in which the disease accounts for
13% of global disease burden [2]. The World Health
Organisation estimates that 1 in 4 individuals experiences
mental disorders at any stage of their lives. Meanwhile,
depression contributes 4.3% of the total global disease
burden. In 2015, the Ministry of Health Malaysia found the
mental health problems among Malaysians aged 16 and
above were 29.2% or nearly an estimated population of 4.2
million Malaysians [3]. The researcher believes that factors
that may contribute to mental health probably come from
individuals’ way of life such as work stress, bad financial
situations, family issues, relationship problems, as well as
violence and environmental factors.
The traditional method of mental health detection is based
on face-to-face interviews, self-reported, or distribution of
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effort, the studies have contributed a new dataset with new
proposed features that can be applied in other methods in the
future.
Another researcher from Japan has evaluated the
effectiveness of using a user’s social media activities for
estimating the degree of depression. Data were collected
from Twitter. The results showed that depression could be
recognized in users with an accuracy of approximately 69%,
topics extracted are useful features and timing for
observation was important in improving the accuracy [14].
In 2017, an effective method was developed to determine
the stress level among Facebook users in Greece. The
researcher applied for permission from the same respondents
to access their Facebook accounts after giving a set of
questionnaires. Data were analyzed using statistical analysis
and compared with several machine learning algorithms. The
results showed that the Support Vector Machine algorithm
had better F1-score value for most categories and all the
values for precision, recall, and f-score are greater than 70%
[9].
There is also a researcher who distributed the
questionnaire before he/she accessed the respondents’ social
network. The researcher collected data from Twitter from
September to October 2012 to predict depression via social
media users. The results showed that the users with
depression had lower social activities, greater negative
emotion, high self-attentional focus, increased relational and
medicinal concerns and heightened expression of religious
thoughts [18]. Kandias et al. [9] used a questionnaire before
getting permission to access their respondents’ social
network account. Detecting mental health users through
questionnaire and accessing their social accounts giving
advantages to monitoring the mental health users’ social
interactions. Meanwhile, some researcher had found that
mental health users had less communication in OSN [4],
[16], [18].
In the United States, several studies have been conducted
regarding stress. Data were harvested from June to July 2009
from Twitter to detect mood depression in 2012. The
research found that users in the depressed group were more
likely to post tweets about themselves rather than interacting
with other users compared to typical Twitter users [16]. In
the same country, a researcher collected data from Web
Forum using English as the data language. The results
showed
significant
improvements
in
multi-label
classification accuracy using human-generated rationales in
support of annotated distress labels [17].
Meanwhile, a study was conducted among the United
States military officers using data harvested from their
Twitter accounts with posting of 3200 tweets in two weeks.
The data were collected from the users who had already
mentioned that they had Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) among US military officers. The results showed that
approximately 1% more PTSD like tweets in military areas
than civilian areas and that approximately 0.7% more PTSD
like tweets in frequently deploying military areas compared
to less frequently deploying areas [15].
This current study of mental health detection is not
specified their geo-location of tagging data in the online
social network in general. The researcher collected data from
the Twitter from 18th February to 23rd April 2014. The

Instagram, and Weibo) has become a medium of
communication and sharing information which leads to the
overflow of data that might be useful for further exploration
and analysis [20], [21], [22]. OSN has created a massive
social communication among users, and this huge amount of
communication data become content generators [23].
Researchers can explore the phenomenon of research by
using big data tools for data analysis [24].
However, previous research has outlined some limitations
such as the language barrier, account privacy policy, data
extraction format and sources from another OSNs service
provider. In order to determine mental health from OSN,
previous studies used the English language instead of other
languages [9]–[11], [15]–[19]. The researcher believes that
future research should focus on using other languages,
especially the local languages, for better results in mental
health detection. Meanwhile, the researchers also should be
aware of the changes of account privacy policy by the OSN
service providers before data extraction to avoid any
difficulty in the future. The format of data extraction also
needs to be widely explored and should not be limited to text
format extraction. The researchers may explore other types
of format such as pictorial, audio or video format, and also
from other sources such as WhatsApp, Instagram and other
OSN service providers in the future. These interesting
studies influence researcher to explore further research on
improving the method of mental health detection in OSN.
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
A. Current Work
Recently, there is a myriad of research works conducted
on mental health detection in OSN. Previous research
emphasized the use of language, implementation of
algorithms in machine learning, type of OSN service
providers and users’ geo-location detection of OSN. In 2017
in China, a hybrid model that combines Factor Graph and
Convolutional Neural Network algorithm was used to
improve the performances of stress detection based on social
interactions among Twitter users. Within one week, the
researcher collected 3200 tweets. The results showed that the
hybrid model, with the proposed selection features, greatly
improved the detection performances with F1-Score 6-9%
compared to other machine learning algorithms [4].
Meanwhile, in the same country, the researcher collected
tweets from 124 students at Weibo between January 1, 2012,
and February 2, 2015. The researcher used the previous
stress detection method and discovered a correlation
between stressor events and stress, and the significant causes
of stress were self-cognition domain and school life domain
[13].
In 2014, another researcher from China compared several
machine learning techniques to prove that their proposed
method is better or not. The data were harvested within three
years, i.e., from October 2009 to October 2012 using Weibo.
The experimental results showed that the proposed method is
effective and efficient in detecting psychological stress from
microblog data [12]. The researcher believes that language is
one of the limitations in detecting stress. However,
implementing natural language processing technique, such
Unigram can help in understanding the corpus. Through this
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researcher examined whether the level of concern for a
suicide-related post on Twitter could be determined based
solely on the content of the post, as judged by human coders
and then replicated by machine learning [19].
Meanwhile, a few researchers developed a new method in
stress detection using Twitter as a data source. They
proposed a new system call Tensi-Strength, which is to
detect the strength of stress and relaxation expressed in
social media text messages. The results showed that TensiStrength could detect expressions of stress and relaxation in
tweets with a reasonable level of accuracy compared to
human coders [10].
Another researcher had proposed a new method in mental
health detection, which is Social Network Mental Disorders
Detection (SNMDD). Data were collected via Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) and one set of questionnaires was
distributed before data collection. However, the researcher
argued that it was not easy to detect mental problems via
online social activity logs [11].
Proposing a new method in detecting mental health via
online social network also contributes to early detection of
mental health. Either the method is new, or based on the
previous research, the researcher believes there is a potential
of implementing various methods in this research. There are
many techniques available in the literature survey which
have shown the possibility of mental health detection using
OSN.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Analysis of Existing Works in Mental Health Detection
Recently, research in mental health detection increases
intensely. Many researchers focus on mental health detection
through data from online social media. These analyses of the
existing works focus on the implementation method of
mental health detection, list of machine learning algorithm
tested, and the matrix of using the online social network,
language, and the data set collection.
TABLE I
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF METHOD IN MENTAL HEALTH DETECTION
LITERATURE

[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

2012
2012
2014
2015

√

√
√
√

√

√

Natural Language
Processing

New Method

Statistical/Empiric
al Analysis

2017
2017
2017
2017
2014
2017
2015
2014

Hybrid Algorithm

Huijie Lin
Miltiadis Kandias
Mike Thelwall
Hong-Han Shuai
Huijie Lin
Qi Li
Sho Tsugawa
Glen A.
Coppersmith
Minsu Park
Shirin Saleem
Munmun De
Choudhury
Bridianne O'Dea

Machine Learning
Algorithm

Year

[4]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

Questionnaire

Author

B. General Architecture of Mental Health Detection
Numerous research works have applied a few steps for
mental health detection in OSN. The researcher believes that
this general architecture is a common step of future research
implementation in mental health detection. The general
architecture for mental health detection consists of several
steps such as social network, data extraction using the
keyword, data pre-processing, features selection, data
classification using machine learning algorithms and early
mental health detection. Figure 1 illustrates the steps in the
general architecture based on the input-process-output in the
principles of information systems [25], [26].

Study

Method

√
√
√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√

√

√

Table 1 shows the existing studies using different
methods in mental health detection. All these research works
to highlight the comparison between machine learning
algorithms to show a better technique [4], [9], [11]–[14],
[16]–[19]. Besides that, a few researchers have implemented
a hybrid method in mental health detection [4], [11].
In addition, another researcher conducted a survey using a
questionnaire and compared between machine learning
algorithms [9], [14], [18]. Data from the questionnaire were
analyzed using statistical or empirical analysis. On the other
hand, some researchers have proposed new methods in
mental health detection [4], [11]. Implementing natural
language processing as a method will also benefit in
detecting mental health problems [4], [10], [15]–[19].
Table 2 shows a summary of the machine learning
algorithms tested in mental health detection literature.
Machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence in
computer science. Machine, or computer, will become
intelligent once data are being trained by the machine
learning algorithm. Machine learning algorithms have been
widely used in text classification such as Naïve Bayes,
Linear Regression, Support Vector Machine, Random
Forest, Gradient Boosted Decision Tree, K-Means and Deep
Neural Network.

Fig. 1 General architecture for mental health detection

The most previous research found the OSN service
providers as data input. Then, for the process part, a few
steps were implemented such as data extraction based on
keyword. After extracting the data, the pre-processing data
must be conducted to eliminate the outliers before the
features selection steps. The final process is modeling the
data using the machine learning technique.
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TABLE III
THE SIMPLE MATRIX USED OF ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORK IN MENTAL
HEALTH DETECTION

TABLE II
LIST OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS TESTED IN MENTAL HEALTH
DETECTION LITERATURE

2017
2017

√
√

2017

√

2017

√

2014

√

Sho
Tsugawa
Shirin
Saleem
Munmun
De
Choudhury
Bridianne
O'Dea

2015

√

2012

√

[16]
[17]

2014

√

[18]

2015

√

√

√

[11]

√

[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

√

[19]

√

2017

√

Others

Web Forum

Weibo

Twitter

Year

√
√

√

2017
√
√

2014
2017
2015

√

2014

√

2012
2012

√

2014

√

2015

√

√

TABLE IV
THE SIMPLE MATRIX USED OF LANGUAGE AND DATA COLLECTION IN
MENTAL HEALTH DETECTION

Study

The researcher believes that comparing the machine
learning algorithm will improve the quality of mental health
detection. Most researchers have selected any of the
available machine learning techniques and applied it in the
proposed approaches or algorithms [27]. Support Vector
Machine is one of the techniques in machine learning
algorithm that is commonly used on mental health detection
[4], [9]–[12], [14], [17]–[19].
Table 3 shows a summary of the OSN used in data
crawling based on the literature. OSN is an online platform
which people use to build social networks or social relations
with others. Previous research used a few types of OSN such
Facebook, Twitter and Weibo as data sources in mental
health detection. This type of OSN example is mentioned in
Table 3.
Most of the researchers extracted the data from OSN and
classified the contents using machine learning algorithms.
Twitter is one of the popular OSN that is widely used as the
data source and covers a considerable scale of data [4], [10],
[14]–[16], [18], [19]. Furthermore, Facebook and Weibo are
also used as data sources in mental health detection [9], [12],
[13].

[4]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

Huijie Lin
Miltiadis Kandias
Mike Thelwall
Hong-Han Shuai
Huijie Lin
Qi Li
Sho Tsugawa
Glen A.
Coppersmith
Minsu Park
Shirin Saleem
Munmun De
Choudhury
Bridianne O'Dea

2017
2017
2017
2017
2014
2017
2015
2014

Languag
e

Data Set

Engli
sh
Othe
rs
New
Data
Set
Previ
ous
Data
Set

√

Author

Study
Decision Tree
√

Naïve Bayes

Deep Neural Network

Linear Regression

Random Forest

Support Vector Machine

Year

√

Huijie Lin
Miltiadis
Kandias
Mike
Thelwall
Hong-Han
Shuai
Huijie Lin

2017
2017

Year

[19
]

√

[10]

Huijie Lin
Miltiadis
Kandias
Mike
Thelwall
Hong-Han
Shuai
Huijie Lin
Qi Li
Sho
Tsugawa
Glen A.
Coppersmit
h
Minsu Park
Shirin
Saleem
Munmun
De
Choudhury
Bridianne
O'Dea

Author

[10
]
[11
]
[12
]
[14
]
[17
]
[18
]

Author

Study
[4]
[9]

[4]
[9]

Facebook

Online Social Network

Machine Learning Algorithm

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

√

2012
2012
2014

√
√
√

√
√
√

2015

√

√

Table 4 shows a summary of the language and data set
collected based on the literature. Generally, most studies
used Twitter as the main data source and English as the main
language in mental health detection. English is the most
common language used in harvesting data using keywords.
The data collection normally crawled in certain duration
based on the keywords. Most researchers prefer proposing
new data set in mental health detection [4], [9], [19], [10]–
[13], [15]–[18]. Generally, a few elements need to be taken
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possibility of mental health detection using OSN are viable
and feasible to be identified quickly using more general
techniques. The literature survey also found the possibility
of mental health detection that is not only limited to one
language such as English, as many researchers are using
other languages as well. Most of the works available in the
literature also used Twitter as their OSN platform for data
collection instead of other types of OSN. Therefore, it can be
concluded that this research work has a big potential in the
early detection of mental health.

into consideration in the study of mental health detection in
OSN. For example, the type of the OSN, language of the
data source and types of machine learning algorithm. The
analysis of these general elements is important in early
mental health detection.
B. Challenges
Generally, there are difficulties involved in determining
mental health in OSN due to a few issues in non- face-toface communication and human-computer interaction. The
main difficulty is usually from the language barrier that
commonly happened while determining the exact meaning
of mental health behind the words and language written in
the OSN [4], [12]–[14]. However, there are several ways to
solve this issue, and one of them is through machine learning
to learn, understand and determine the possibility of mental
health behind the words and language written in OSN.
Other than that, the account privacy policy that is
currently being enforced in most OSN service providers has
also made it difficult for most researchers to extract data
from OSN [9]. It is recommended that the researchers fully
understand the ethical code of conduct before collecting data
from OSN and apply good practice in research by sending a
permission request to the users and OSN providers.
Most previous researchers used the single type of OSN
as the source of data extraction. They also used text analysis
in OSN for mental health detection. It is difficult to interpret
the mental health detection as the OSN users nowadays
usually use other types of data to express themselves in
OSN. Some of them introduce features selection which is
limited to their current study. A good feature selection will
improve the performance of learning algorithms [28], [29],
[30].
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